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TeV Flux ~ 3 x 1033 TeV s-1 
>10% of Spindown Power! 
Powered by inverse Compton 
scattering of accelerated electrons 

Extended to 5o (20 pc)!  

I will call these objects TeV halos 
2HWC Catalog (1702.02992) 

HAWC Collaboration (1711.06223)



HESS Observations HESS Collaboration (1702.08280)

▸  “TeV PWN” observed by HESS have similar fluxes and extensions.



TeV Halos HAWC Collaboration (Science; 1711.06223)

▸Why TeV Halos? 

▸These sources are much larger 
than X-Ray PWN



TeV Halos HAWC Collaboration (Science; 1711.06223)

▸Why TeV Halos? 

▸These sources are much smaller 
than diffusion through the ISM



TeV Halos HAWC Collaboration (Science; 1711.06223)

a new morphology requires a new physical mechanism



▸Make One Key Assumption: 

▸The following correlation is consistent with the data. 

▸Note: Using Monogem would increases fluxes by nearly a factor of 2. 
The power law of this correlation doesn’t greatly affect the results.

The Global Population of TeV Halos



HAWC Observations of TeV Halo Luminosities

▸Can produce a ranked list of the 57 ATNF pulsars in the HAWC field of 
view. 

▸5 of the brightest 7 have been detected. 

▸No dimmer systems have been detected.

Linden et al. (PRD; 1703.09704)



HAWC Observations of TeV Halo Luminosities
Linden et al. (PRD; 1703.09704)

2HWC J0543+233
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TeV Halos are a Generic Feature of Pulsars
Linden et al. (PRD; 1703.09704)

▸5 / 39 sources in the 2HWC catalog are correlated with bright, middle-
aged (100 — 400 kyr) pulsars.



TeV Halos are a Generic Feature of Pulsars
Linden et al. (PRD; 1703.09704)

▸12 others with young pulsars 

▸2.3 chance overlaps 
▸TeV emission may be contaminated by SNR



Missing TeV Halos
Linden et al. (PRD; 1703.09704)

▸Tauris and Manchester (1998) calculated the beaming angle from a 
population of young and middle-aged pulsars. 

▸This varies between 15-30%. 

▸1/f pulsars are unseen in radio surveys.



Missing TeV Halos
Linden et al. (PRD; 1703.09704)

▸Correcting for the beaming fraction implies 56        TeV halos are currently 
observed by HAWC.  

▸However, only 39 HAWC sources total. 

▸Chance overlaps, SNR contamination must be taken into account.
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IMPLICATIONS



Implication I: The TeV Excess
Linden & Buckman (PRL; 1707.01905)

▸Milagro detects bright diffuse TeV 
emission along the Galactic plane. 

▸Difficult to explain with pion decay, 
due to steeply falling local hadronic 
CR spectrum.

▸The Geminga and Monogem TeV halo spectra naturally explain both the 
spectrum and intensity of this emission.



Implication II: The Galactic Center Pevatron
HESS Collaboration (1603.07730)

▸HESS observes 50 TeV diffuse emission from the 
Galactic center. 

▸ If hadronic, it is evidence for PeV proton acceleration. 

▸TeV halos explain the spectrum and intensity of this 
emission.

Hooper, Cholis & Linden (1705.09293)



Implication III: The Positron Excess



▸What we want to know is the average diffusion constant between 
Geminga and Earth. 

▸What we have is:

D0 small

Implication III: The Positron Excess

Diffuse Constant Near Geminga Diffuse Constant in Milky Way



Implication III: The Positron Excess

Extrapolate Low Diffusion Constant UP to Earth

Low-Energy Positrons do not make it to Earth

implies:

Extrapolate High Diffusion DOWN to Earth

implies:

Low-Energy Positrons do make it to Earth

HAWC Collaboration (Science; 1711.06223)
Hooper et al. (1702.08436) 

Fang et al. (1803.02640) 
Profumo et al. (1803.09731)



Implication III: The Positron Excess

▸HESS Observations of 20 TeV electrons resolve this. 

▸ If diffusion near Earth is low, then there is no source for these particles. 

Hooper & Linden (1711.07482)



Implication III: The Positron Excess



The Limited Assumptions in TeV Halo Observations

TeV Gamma-Ray Luminosity Roughly Proportional to Spindown Power

+ High Energy electrons 
trapped in TeV halos

= Most HAWC Sources 
are TeV halos

+ Low energy electrons 
escape from TeV halos

= Pulsars explain the 
positron excess

+ GC pulsars consistent 
with massive stars

= TeV halos explain the 
HESS pevatron

= TeV halos explain the Milagro TeV Excess

+ MSPs produce TeV halos

= New Population of Blind Search TeV MSPs



A First Model for TeV Halo Emission

▸At presents, all results directly 
based on observations — no model 
for the low-diffusion constant in TeV 
halos. 

▸Cosmic-Ray Self Generated 
Turbulence appears capable of 
producing inhibited diffusion near 
pulsars, at least for young systems. 

Stay Tuned!

Evoli et al. (TBS)



Conclusions (1/2)

▸TeV halos are a new dynamical object. 

▸Have already observed ~20 objects; >100 inevitable 

▸Simple extrapolations of observed systems imply: 

▸TeV halos dominate the TeV source number. 

▸TeV halos dominate Milky Way diffuse emission. 

▸TeV halos produce the positron excess.



Conclusions (2/2)

▸TeV Halos will provide new insight into pulsar birth, death, and evolution, 
providing a new handle into the multi-wavelength study of neutron star 
dynamics. 

▸TeV halos provide the first evidence for significant inhomogeneities in 
Galactic cosmic-ray propagation — new insights into cosmic-ray 
observations (e.g. AMS-02).



Implication III: The Positron Excess

Low Energy Electrons lose energy slower — and thus travel farther 
through the Milky Way

What about 100 GeV electrons?



Additional Implications for MSPs
Hooper & Linden (1803.08046)

▸MSPs not expected to be bright 
enough to be individually 
detected. 

▸Stacked analysis of MSP 
population provides some (2-3σ) 
evidence for TeV halo emission 
from MSPs. 

▸Would vastly increase the total TeV halo population, especially at high 
latitudes.


